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Abstract25

We present an empirical model of thermospheric winds (HL-TWiM - High-latitude26

Thermospheric Wind Model) which specifies F region high-latitude horizontal neutral27

winds as a function of day-of-year, latitude, longitude, local time, and geomagnetic ac-28

tivity. HL-TWiM represents the large-scale neutral wind circulation, in geomagnetic co-29

ordinates, for the given input conditions. The model synthesizes the most extensive col-30

lection to date of historical high-latitude wind measurements; it is based on statistical31

analyses of several decades of F region thermospheric wind measurements from 21 ground-32

based stations (Fabry-Perot Interferometers (FPIs) and Scanning Doppler Imaging FPIs33

(SDIs)) located at various northern and southern high latitudes and 2 space-based in-34

struments (UARS WINDII and GOCE). The geomagnetic latitude and local time de-35

pendences in HL-TWiM are represented using Vector Spherical Harmonics (VSH), day-36

of-year and longitude variations are represented using simple harmonic functions, and37

the geomagnetic activity dependence is represented using quadratic B-splines. In this38

paper, we describe the HL-TWiM formulation and fitting procedures, and we verify the39

model against the neutral wind databases used in its formulation. HL-TWiM provides40

a necessary benchmark for validating new wind observations and tuning our physical un-41

derstanding of complex wind behaviors. Results show stronger Universal Time (UT) vari-42

ation in winds at southern than northern-high latitudes. Model-data intra-annual com-43

parisons in this study show semi-annual oscillation (SAO) like behavior of GOCE winds,44

rarely observed before in wind data.45

1 Introduction46

The most dynamic effects of space weather in the near-Earth environment occur47

at high latitudes. At these latitudes, magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere (MIT) in-48

teractions compose a dynamic, nonlinear, and closely coupled system, one in which ther-49

mospheric winds respond directly via ion drag to ionospheric plasma motions that are50

imposed by solar wind-magnetosphere interactions (e.g., Rees & Fuller-Rowell, 1989).51

The polar ionosphere and thermosphere act as an energy and particle sink for the mag-52

netosphere. The energy dumped from the magnetosphere to the thermosphere-ionosphere53

(TI) system modifies the composition and dynamics of the thermosphere and ionosphere.54

Thermospheric neutral winds at high latitudes are a primary driver of transport and global55

redistribution of the energy and momentum deposited by the magnetosphere (e.g., Dhadly56

& Conde, 2017). They can lead to significant global disturbances in ionospheric and ther-57

mospheric weather by transporting high-latitude energy, momentum, and composition58

changes (e.g., Crowley, Emery, Roble, Carlson, & Knipp, 1989; Crowley, Emery, Roble,59

Carlson, Salah, et al., 1989; Strickland et al., 1999; Pallamraju, 2005). Recent observa-60

tional studies (e.g., G. Shepherd & Shepherd, 2018; M. Shepherd et al., 2019) suggest61

that wind reversal occurring in the auroral zone plays an important role in the vertical62

coupling of thermosphere and ionosphere. Thermospheric and ionospheric weather are63

of considerable practical and operational interest for satellite operators, navigators, and64

communicators. Thus, high-latitude thermospheric winds are an imperative aspect of the65

coupled MIT system and understanding their behavior is critical for operational space66

weather applications.67

Despite decades of research, observational understanding of the dynamic nature of68

thermospheric circulation at middle to polar latitudes and its systematic response to var-69

ious heliospheric and magnetospheric forcing is still mainly qualitative and lags the cor-70

responding understanding of ionospheric dynamics in many ways. This is largely due to71

historically sparse neutral wind observations (e.g., Meriwether, 2006). Unlike ionospheric72

drift monitoring by SuperDARN radars (e.g., Chisham et al., 2007), it is currently not73

possible to construct an instantaneous picture of large-scale high-latitude thermospheric74

winds. No single observational data set provides comprehensive space-time coverage of75
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the high-latitude wind system. However, over the past two decades, historical observa-76

tional databases have grown sufficiently to permit at least a meaningful statistical anal-77

ysis of large-scale high-latitude horizontal winds. Thus, empirical characterization of high-78

latitude winds based on their statistical behavior provides an invaluable resource for sci-79

entific applications (e.g., Drob et al., 2015). Even though physics-based models are get-80

ting better with increasing complexity, it is extremely valuable to have tools like obser-81

vationally derived climatologies that represent actual data as they serve as a necessary82

benchmark for validating new databases and tuning our physical understanding of com-83

plex wind behaviors.84

In this paper, we statistically analyze several decades of measurements of Earth’s85

F region thermospheric horizontal winds and apply an empirical approach to advance86

our understanding of neutral circulation at high latitudes. Specifically, we develop a para-87

metric representation of high-latitude neutral winds as a function of day-of-year (DOY),88

latitude, longitude, local time, and geomagnetic activity in geomagnetic coordinates. There89

is no other empirical model, except the Horizontal Wind Model (HWM14) (Drob et al.,90

2015), that characterizes the large-scale behavior of high-latitude neutral winds as a func-91

tion of these arguments. However, HWM14 is limited at high latitudes in that its global92

winds are based on geographic coordinates. Previous studies (e.g., Hays et al., 1984; Rich-93

mond, 1995; Emmert et al., 2008) have shown that neutral circulation at high latitudes94

is better organized in geomagnetic coordinates; this is because ionospheric plasma mo-95

tions are naturally organized by the Earth’s magnetic field and ion drag is one of the pri-96

mary drivers of thermospheric circulation at high latitudes. Thus, for a better charac-97

terization of the high-latitude neutral winds, data assimilation in geomagnetic coordi-98

nates is a natural choice.99

Several statistical studies of F region northern and southern high-latitude thermo-100

spheric winds have been conducted in the past using ground-based and space-based wind101

data (e.g., Rees et al., 1983; Rees & Fuller-Rowell, 1989; Meriwether et al., 1988; R. W. Smith102

et al., 1988, 1994; Aruliah et al., 1991, 1996; Hernandez et al., 1991; Hernandez & Roble,103

2003; Emmert, Hernandez, et al., 2006; Emmert, Faivre, et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2008;104

Lee et al., 2017). However, many of them present a local view of the thermosphere and105

are more focused on the Northern Hemisphere (NH). A relatively broad view is neces-106

sary to understand the global effect of high-latitude thermosphere dynamics and inter-107

actions with the ionosphere. Large-scale studies of high-latitude winds are rare (e.g., Rich-108

mond et al., 2003; Emmert et al., 2008; Förster et al., 2011; Förster & Cnossen, 2013;109

Dhadly & Conde, 2017; Dhadly et al., 2018). Southern high-latitude studies are even more110

scant due to the harsh conditions and the effort required to maintain an instrument on111

a long-term basis. Until now, the data sample sizes were not enough for any definitive112

climatological conclusions to be drawn. A major fraction of prior research has been fo-113

cused on the northern high latitudes because of the lower effort required to make ground-114

based measurements and coordinated ground and space-based campaigns. Richmond et115

al. (2003) used the extensive upper thermospheric wind database generated by the UARS116

WINDII instrument to obtain statistical wind patterns for different Interplanetary Mag-117

netic Field (IMF) conditions. Förster et al. (2011) and Förster and Cnossen (2013) used118

CHAMP cross-track measurements to statistically analyze the high-latitude neutral wind119

patterns in both Northern and Southern Hemispheres (SH). Emmert et al. (2008) em-120

phasized a different approach for high latitudes than HWM14 and calculated global dis-121

turbed winds (Disturbance Wind Model (DWM07)) by subtracting out quiet-time pat-122

terns; DWM07 predicts perturbation as a function of magnetic latitude (MLAT) and mag-123

netic local time (MLT) by combining global wind data from seven ground-based and two124

space-based instruments. Recently, Dhadly et al. (2017, 2018) combined northern high-125

latitude wind measurements from eight ground-based and three space-based instruments126

to investigate the seasonal and geomagnetic activity dependence of large-scale neutral127

circulation. But we are not aware of any investigations that have yet resolved the full128
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day-of-year and magnetic longitude (as well as Universal Time (UT)) dependence of winds129

at high latitudes.130

Leveraging the ideas from earlier studies, we have developed a new empirical char-131

acterization of upper thermospheric winds (which is HL-TWiM) for both the northern132

and southern high latitudes; it provides a valuable specification of F region neutral winds133

as a function of day-of-year, latitude, longitude, local time, and geomagnetic conditions134

in magnetic coordinates. This empirical formulation is based on the available measure-135

ments from an armada of diverse instruments. The underlying mathematical foundation136

of HL-TWiM is based on the DWM07 model (Emmert et al., 2008), but is more advanced.137

DWM07 calculates disturbance wind vectors as a function of MLAT, MLT, and Kp, while138

HL-TWiM calculates the total wind vector as a function of DOY, MLAT, MLON, MLT,139

and Kp. Further, the UT dependence of high-latitude neutral circulation has been rarely140

studied. Although UT is not an argument in HL-TWiM, its relation to magnetic lon-141

gitude and magnetic local time allows the model to be used for this purpose. In addi-142

tion, HL-TWiM includes unique and new southern hemispheric wind observations that143

have not been explored in any previous empirical/observational studies. The recent in-144

stallation of new FPIs and SDIs in Antarctica has widely extended our spatio-temporal145

coverage of wind measurements over Antarctica that was not available before.146

The effectiveness of the driving forces at high-latitude varies with latitude and hence147

creates wind regimes as a function of latitude. Thus, we have divided high latitudes into148

three sectors: polar (80-90 MLAT), auroral (60-80 MLAT), and middle latitudes (45-60149

MLAT). We have used the same NH wind databases discussed in Dhadly et al. (2017,150

2018), with the addition of new European FPIs (Longyearbyen, Kiruna, and Sodankyla).151

So, here we will focus the discussion more on the new FPIs and southern hemispheric152

wind databases as some of them have never been available or published before.153

2 Observational Wind Data154

HL-TWiM is based on long-term thermospheric F region neutral wind observations155

(altitudes between 210 km and 320 km) obtained from 2 space-based and 21 ground-based156

instruments located at various northern and southern high latitudes above 45-degree mag-157

netic latitude. Table 1 highlights these instruments and their key characteristics (such158

as locations, data coverage, and descriptive references). Out of these 21 ground-based159

wind databases, 16 are from narrow field of view FPIs and 5 are from wide field of view160

SDIs. The space-based databases included are GOCE and UARS WINDII. The locations161

of observations of ground-based stations both in geographic and geomagnetic coordinates162

are shown in Figure 1.163

The space-based instruments provide global wind coverage but with limited tem-164

poral resolution for any given location. On the other hand, the ground-based instruments165

measure winds at high temporal cadence, but with limited spatial sampling. Thus, we166

combined the ground-based and space-based data to get the extended spatial and tem-167

poral coverage. The extent of data coverage at northern and southern high-latitude for168

each season is shown in Figure 2. Almost all of the available high-latitude daytime wind169

measurements are from the space-based instruments. Although this study is focused only170

on magnetic latitudes poleward of 45, wind fits are calculated for a full sphere using vec-171

tor spherical harmonics, and the data equatorward of 45 magnetic latitude (GOCE and172

WINDII) act to anchor those fits.173

The NH ground-based stations included here are: Thule FPI (TH FPI), Resolute174

Bay FPI (RB FPI), Søndre Strømfjord FPI (SS FPI), Longyearbyen (LY FPI), Toolik175

Lake SDI (TL SDI), Poker Flat SDI (PF SDI), Kiruna (KR FPI), Sodankyla (SK FPI),176

Millstone Hill FPI (MH FPI), Peach Mountain FPI (PM FPI), and Urbana FPI (UR FPI).177

The comprehensive details of these NH wind databases are presented in Dhadly et al.178
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(2017, 2018), except for the European sector FPIs (LY FPI, KR FPI, and SK FPI). The179

details of European sector FPIs can be found in Aruliah and Griffin (2001); Griffin et180

al. (2002, 2004); Aruliah et al. (2004, 2005). Wind databases such as LY, KR, SK, UR,181

PM, and MH FPI are in the form of line-of-sight (LOS) winds, whereas others are re-182

duced to the zonal and meridional components of the horizontal vector wind.183

So far only few (e.g., Richmond et al., 2003; Emmert et al., 2008; Drob et al., 2015,184

etc.) have studied the large-scale neutral wind circulation at southern high latitudes by185

combining data from ground-based and space-based instruments. DWM07 (Emmert et186

al., 2008) used only two southern high-latitude ground-based stations, and provides no187

seasonality and longitude information of winds, while HWM14 is formulated in geographic188

coordinates and used four southern high-latitude stations. For the SH, this study used189

data from 10 ground-based stations (SDIs and FPIs). These stations are: Arrival Heights190

FPI (AH FPI), Jang Bogo FPI (JB FPI), McMurdo SDI (MM SDI), South Pole FPI (SP191

FPI), South Pole SDI (SD SDI), Mawson SDI (MW SDI), Halley FPI (HA FPI), Palmer192

FPI (PL FPI), King Sejong FPI (KS FPI), and Mount John FPI (MJ FPI). Their de-193

tailed description, observational modes, and data reduction techniques can be found in194

the references cited in Table 1. Out of these southern instruments, four instruments (KS195

FPI, JB FPI, SD SDI, and MM SDI) have been recently installed and data from three196

of them (KS FPI, SD SDI, and MM SDI) have not been published before. The hardware,197

observational modes, and data reduction technique of the SDIs installed at South Pole198

and McMurdo (SD SDI and MM SDI) are similar to the PF SDI discussed in (Conde199

& Smith, 1995; Dhadly et al., 2015; Dhadly & Conde, 2017). KS FPI operation and in-200

strumentation are similar to the FPI discussed in (Wu et al., 2004).201

The data recorded by SDIs and FPIs are based on measuring the Doppler shift in202

red line (630 nm) nightglow emissions. 630 nm emissions have a vertical profile with the203

peak emission altitude centered around 220–250 km. Thus, the measured wind is an al-204

titudinal integration of the winds weighted by the emission intensity. During daytime,205

green line (557.7 nm) optical emissions come from a wide range of altitudes from MLT206

region to the upper thermosphere, but at nighttime they are limited to the lower ther-207

mosphere (∼90-130km). WINDII used green line optical emissions to measure daytime208

winds from MLT to the upper thermosphere; nighttime winds were measured using red209

line optical emissions from the F region thermosphere (G. Shepherd et al., 2012). WINDII210

nighttime winds (red line) were not observed on a routine basis as they were outside the211

UARS objectives, but nevertheless a significant dataset was acquired. Following the dis-212

cussion in Dhadly et al. (2017, 2018), we have selected data in the altitude range of 210–213

320 km assuming no statistically significant height dependence in wind climatology in214

the selected altitude range (as discussed by Killeen et al. (1982); Wharton et al. (1984);215

Emmert et al. (2002)).216

GOCE cross-track winds between altitudes 224 km and 295 km are derived using217

the onboard accelerometer measurements (Doornbos et al., 2013). It was in a near-polar,218

sun-synchronous orbit, crossing the equator at dawn and dusk periods. The majority of219

the GOCE data are centered on the solar terminator.220

The major challenge of the effort here is to combine these disparate neutral wind221

databases into a coherent picture while overcoming their spatio-temporal sampling lim-222

itations. As enacted in Dhadly et al. (2017, 2018), to prevent one set of measurements223

dominating the statistical wind fitting, we apply de-weighting to the dense datasets such224

as GOCE and SDIs by selecting 5% of their data randomly. This subjective, ad hoc ap-225

proach was also used in the production of other major empirical models, including all226

versions of HWM (Drob et al., 2015) and of the Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter227

radar (MSIS) temperature and composition models (Picone et al., 2002).228

The available data span 1983 to 2016 with daily 10.7 cm solar radio flux (F10.7)229

varying between 60 solar flux units (sfu) and 400 sfu (1sfu = 10−22 Wm−2Hz−1). The230
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dependence of high-latitude winds on solar flux is not well understood; therefore, to avoid231

any possibility of high solar flux conditions skewing HL-TWiM wind fitting, we have only232

used data when F10.7 <150.233

3 Data Bias and Correction234

The construction of HL-TWiM is based on data from the instruments operating235

independently at different locations and rarely cross-calibrated (e.g., Dhadly et al., 2015).236

Thus, this study also serves as a platform to cross-compare the overlapping datasets.237

Dhadly et al. (2017, 2018) found no major biases among the northern high-latitude238

stations and satellites except GOCE, and a possible statistical solution for removing ap-239

parent bias was adopted. The most evident discrepancies were removed from GOCE north-240

ern high-latitude data by estimating a general GOCE empirical bias profile based on the241

data climatology from other stations. Similarly, in this study, we found no consistent ma-242

jor biases among southern high-latitude databases except GOCE (details discussed be-243

low).244

The GOCE dataset is unique and important. The GOCE orbit is fixed in local time,245

thus the cross-contamination between local time and seasonal variations are minimal.246

Even though the GOCE winds are limited to only dawn-dusk periods, it is the only dataset247

that provides a comprehensive overview of the seasonal variation with high spatio-temporal248

resolution. GOCE winds are cross-track winds (Doornbos, 2011) derived indirectly us-249

ing a model of the satellite geometry, aerodynamics, and measurement of acceleration250

from the onboard accelerometer (Doornbos et al., 2010). Discrepancies between GOCE251

and other data could be associated with the approximations (such as satellite geometry252

and gas-surface interaction) used in satellite aerodynamics model (Doornbos et al., 2010;253

Visser et al., 2018, 2019). Any small variation in estimates of gas-satellite surface inter-254

action and the way satellite geometry pointed with respect to wind flow can introduce255

such errors in wind estimates (Visser et al., 2018, 2019). We cannot exclude that part256

of the discrepancy could also be attributed to errors in the processing of the airglow-based257

wind measurements from the FPI, SDI and WINDII instruments. An extensive inves-258

tigation, taking into account errors in both measurement techniques, would be required259

to fully reconcile the discrepancies.260

Dhadly et al. (2018) included GOCE data version 1.3. In the present study, we have261

used updated GOCE data version 1.5. The updated GOCE bias profile for northern high262

latitudes based on (Dhadly et al., 2018) using GOCE data version 1.3 is shown in Fig-263

ure 3. In this study, we found similar discrepancies in GOCE data at southern high lat-264

itudes and applied the bias correction technique used in (Dhadly et al., 2018). WINDII265

provides extensive coverage of the southern-high-latitude as a function of magnetic lat-266

itude and magnetic local time as shown in Figure S1. This luxury of large spatio-temporal267

coverage was not available in the NH. So, in the SH, we have used WINDII to remove268

the most discernable bias trend from GOCE winds. The steps followed in this procedure,269

similar to the Dhadly et al. (2018) procedure are:270

1. Using quiet-time (Kp <3) southern (MLAT<-45) WINDII data, produce a quiet-271

time baseline wind climatology (VSH - order 12 and degree 3) as a function of MLAT272

and MLT.273

2. Evaluate WINDII baseline model winds from step 1 at the locations of GOCE quiet-274

time observations.275

3. Bin and average quiet-time GOCE cross-track winds as a function of MLAT and276

MLT.277

4. Bin and average the evaluated WINDII model winds from step 2 as a function of278

MLAT and MLT (same as step 3) and project them along the GOCE cross-track279

wind directions to calculate cross-track WINDII model winds.280
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5. Subtract binned and averaged WINDII model cross-track winds from the binned281

and averaged GOCE cross-track winds to compute the residual cross-track wind282

as a function of MLAT for several MLT bins (dawn and dusk MLT bins shown in283

Figure S2).284

6. Although the bias profiles on dawnside and duskside have similar latitudinal pro-285

files, they have different magnitudes. So, average duskside and dawnside residual286

profiles separately to obtain general bias profiles for each side as a function of MLAT,287

as shown in Figure 3 (bottom panel).288

7. Subtract these bias profiles from the GOCE cross-track measurements to obtain289

corrected GOCE winds.290

An example comparison between original GOCE, corrected GOCE, and WINDII cross-291

track winds is shown in Figure S3; it shows significant bias improvements in the GOCE292

cross-track winds. The average bias in uncorrected and corrected GOCE cross-track winds293

compared to WINDII is 92 m/s and 38 m/s, respectively. The root mean square differ-294

ence between uncorrected GOCE and WINDII is 112 m/s, whereas it is 49 m/s between295

corrected GOCE and WINDII. Interestingly, despite the existence of bias in GOCE winds,296

GOCE uncorrected data and WINDII show similar latitudinal wind features (shown in297

Figure S3 here and Dhadly et al. (2018) Figure S7 and S8). The major motivation be-298

hind this bias removal operation is to make the best possible use of the GOCE data to299

guide wind fitting in regions where other data become sparse to none.300

4 Model Formulation and Fitting301

Similar to Emmert et al. (2008) and Dhadly et al. (2017, 2018), we developed a lin-302

ear parametric representation of high-latitude winds using Vector Spherical Harmonic303

(VSH) functions for a full sphere as the core basis functions. This allows us to assim-304

ilate the single-component wind databases such as GOCE cross-track winds and FPI LOS305

winds. The neutral wind data are assimilated in Quasi-Dipole geomagnetic coordinates306

(Richmond, 1995; Emmert et al., 2010), which provide a better characterization of high-307

latitude wind behavior than geographic coordinates. Based on earlier studies (discussed308

above), we calculated VSH expansion coefficients up to degree 10 in magnetic latitude309

and order 3 in magnetic local time. As in Emmert et al. (2008), the geomagnetic activ-310

ity dependence of winds is modeled using three quadratic B-spline functions shown in311

Figure 4. The Kp quadratic B-splines have nodes at {0, 2, 5, 6.5} and zero slope at Kp=0312

and 6.5, and tapering after Kp >6.5. We tapered splines for Kp >6.5 compared to for313

Kp >8 in Emmert et al. (2008) because the addition of a day-of-year modulation of the314

Kp dependence further dilutes the available high-Kp data. These constraints provide needed315

robustness at the edges of the Kp domain where data are insufficient to reliably deter-316

mine the coupled Kp-MLAT-MLT-day-of-year dependence. In addition to Kp, HL-TWiM317

includes day-of-year and magnetic longitude dependences, but they are not coupled with318

each other. We used annual and semi-annual harmonics to represent the day-of-year be-319

havior of winds. The magnetic longitudinal dependence in winds is represented by the320

first harmonic (wave number 1). The complete mathematical formulation of HL-TWiM321

is given below:322

~U(λ, τ, d, δ,Kp) =

2∑
k=0

2∑
s=0

10∑
n=1

n∑
m=1

~ψ1
ksnm(λ, τ, d,Kp) +

10∑
n=1

n∑
m=1

~ψ2
nm(λ, τ, δ) (1)
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The ~ψ1
ksnm(λ, τ, d,Kp) and ~ψ2

nm(λ, τ, δ) are give by:

~ψ1
ksnm(λ, τ, d,Kp) = Nk(Kp)

[
aRksnm

~V Rnm + aIksnm
~V Inm + bRksnm

~WR
nm + bIksnm

~W I
nm

]
cos(sd)

+Nk(Kp)

[
cRksnm~V

R
nm + cIksnm~V

I
nm + dRksnm ~WR

nm + dIksnm ~W I
nm

]
sin(sd)

(2)

~ψ2
nm(λ, τ, δ) =

[
eRnm~V

R
nm + eInm~V

I
nm + fRnm ~WR

nm + f Inm ~W I
nm

]
cos(δ)

+

[
gRnm~V

R
nm + gInm~V

I
nm + hRnm ~WR

nm + hInm ~W I
nm

]
sin(δ)

(3)

where vector spherical harmonic basis functions (~Vnm and ~Wnm) are given by:323

~V Rnm =

[
+
dPnm
dθ

cos(mωτ)êθ −
m

sin(θ)
Pnm sin(mωτ)êφ

]
1√

n(n+ 1)
(4)

~V Inm =

[
− dPnm

dθ
sin(mωτ)êθ −

m

cos(θ)
Pnm sin(mωτ)êφ

]
1√

n(n+ 1)
(5)

~WR
nm =

[
− m

sin(θ)
Pnm sin(mωτ)êθ −

dPnm
dθ

cos(mωτ)êφ

]
1√

n(n+ 1)
(6)

~W I
nm =

[
− m

sin(θ)
Pnm cos(mωτ)êθ +

dPnm
dθ

sin(mωτ)êφ

]
1√

n(n+ 1)
(7)

Pnm(θ) =

√
(2n+ 1)(n−m)!

2(n+m)!
Pnm(θ) (8)

θ =
π

2
− λ (9)

where Nk are the Kp splines; k is the index of the Kp spline; s gives the order of324

harmonics used for seasonal variation; n and m are the order and degree of VSH fits for325

magnetic latitude and magnetic local time, respectively; and d, δ, λ, θ, τ represent day-326

of-year, magnetic longitude, magnetic latitude, magnetic colatitude, and magnetic lo-327

cal time, respectively. Pnm(θ) and Pnm(θ) are the unnormalized and normalized asso-328

ciated Legendre functions, respectively; and êθ and êφ are the southward and eastward329

unit vectors. The vector functions ~V R, ~V I , ~WR, ~W I are the real and imaginary parts330

of the irrotational (V ) and solenoidal (W ) complex vector spheric harmonic (VSH) func-331

tions. {aRksnm, aIksnm, bRksnm, bIksnm, cRksnm, cIksnm, dRksnm, dIksnm, eRnm, eInm, fRnm, f Inm,332

gRnm, gInm, hRnm, hInm} are the model fit coefficients (=mfit). A total of 2176 model fit333

coefficients were calculated. In the model formulation (equation 1), when m>n VSH func-334

tions are zero. As presented in the mathematical formulation of HL-TWiM in equation335

1, there is no coupling between longitudinal and Kp or day-of-year variability of winds.336

Other than that, all the model basis functions are fully coupled. The model fit coeffi-337

cients mfit are computed by minimizing the sum of squared differences between the wind338

measurements and corresponding model output component. Some of the datasets (such339

as GOCE, LY FPI, etc) are in the form of either line-of-sight (LOS) or cross-track mea-340

surements; in these cases, we minimize the sum of squared differences between the LOS341

wind measurements and corresponding component of the model vector. For datasets with342

available vector winds, the zonal and meridional components were treated as separate343

LOS winds as in Emmert et al. (2008) and Dhadly et al. (2017). A detailed discussion344
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of avoiding singularities and ambiguities near the poles using VSH is given in Emmert345

et al. (2008).346

It is important to note that, because this model is only for middle to polar latitudes347

(|MLAT| >45), the model parameters were estimated separately for the NH and SH.348

The model script is written in FORTRAN-90. All the end user HL-TWiM FORTRAN-349

90 subroutines and coefficient files are available in a zipped package in the supporting350

information of this paper.351

5 Model Validation and Discussion352

In this section, we evaluate the HL-TWiM behavior by comparing its output against353

the constituent databases used in its formulation. This operation allows us to 1). com-354

pare model output with other databases as well as compare databases against each other355

where they overlap and 2). visualize any discrepancies that may exist among the databases.356

All the wind databases that exist for the F-region thermsphere at high latitudes are al-357

ready included, thus there are virtually no independent databases available for indepen-358

dent validation, except a couple of balloon-borne FPI measurements from the HIWIND359

(High altitude Interferometer WIND experiment) (Wu, Knipp, Liu, Wang, Häggström,360

et al., 2019; Wu, Knipp, Liu, Wang, Varney, et al., 2019). We compared HL-TWiM with361

two days of HIWIND neutral wind measurements (DOY 177 and 176 of 2018) and the362

results are shown in Figure S4. This comparison of HL-TWiM with independent data363

demonstrates the constrained behavior of HL-TWiM in data scant regions.364

5.1 Statistical Performance365

We used bias (µ) and root mean square error (σ) as two statistical metrices to quan-366

tify the model performance, measuring the model fidelity, and goodness of fit. They are367

defined as:368

µ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(obsi −modeli) (10)

σ =

√√√√√ N∑
i=1

(obsi −modeli)2

N

(11)

where N is the total number of observations, obsi represent the observational data,369

and modeli represent the estimated winds. Table 2 shows the bias and root mean square370

error for zonal, meridional, and cross-track winds. µ and σ are calculated for each sta-371

tion. In the table, HWM14 is included for reference. For µ and σ calculation, the winds372

from HL-TWiM and HWM14 are calculated at the locations of data. Note that these373

statistical metrics are calculated separately for geomagnetic zonal, meridional, and cross-374

track winds. In addition, these metrics show model performance at the locations where375

data is available. These metrics shown in Table 2 demonstrate a significant improvement376

in HL-TWiM winds over HWM14.377

Note that for SP FPI, because of its location (the geographic south pole), the mea-378

sured LOS winds are geographic meridional winds. However, because the SP FPI ob-379

servation locations (refer to Figure 1) are at an elevation of 30 degree (∼86S), it is pos-380

sible to roughly calculate horizontal vector winds. We followed Emmert, Faivre, et al.381
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(2006) and combined four look direction LOS wind measurements separated by 90 de-382

gree of longitude, assuming a constant wind field. For Table 2, we used LOS winds from383

75E, 165E, 15W, and 105W and followed Emmert, Faivre, et al. (2006) to obtain vec-384

tor winds from SP FPI measurements.385

For the GOCE metrics in Table 2, first we calculated model vector winds at the386

locations of GOCE data and then projected the calculated vector winds along the GOCE387

cross-track directions.388

5.2 Local Time Dependence and Seasonality389

Figures 5 to 8 show observed and HL-TWiM winds (geomagnetic zonal and merid-390

ional) as a function of magnetic local time (hourly bins) at the magnetic latitudes at the391

FPI and SDI stations (with latitudinal and longitude coverage same as the extent of north-392

south and east-west observation locations of the station data) for various DOY bins. Each393

DOY bin covers 60 days. The DOY numbers shown on the right represent the centers394

of each DOY bin. For the most direct comparison between data and model, first the395

model was run at the space-time locations of observations, and then binned and aver-396

aged in the same way as the data (blue curve). The green and red curves represent WINDII397

daytime and nighttime winds at the station location (with latitudinal and longitude cov-398

erage same as the extent of north-south and east-west observation locations of the sta-399

tion), respectively. There are two subfigures for each station - one for quiet and other400

for active geomagnetic conditions. To check the robustness of the model at the locations401

of limited or no data availability, we also calculated the model winds on a regular space-402

time grid (shown as black curve) at the station locations with latitudinal and longitude403

coverage same as the extent of north-south and east-west observation locations of the404

station data. The model was run for each MLT hour at 10-day intervals. The error bars405

represent the estimated uncertainty of the mean in each bin calculated by dividing stan-406

dard deviation by the square root of the number of days in the sample (Emmert et al.,407

2002; Emmert, Faivre, et al., 2006).408

Overall, HL-TWiM and data morphology agree in both the hemispheres. Compar-409

ing zonal and meridional winds, the agreement between data and model is better for merid-410

ional winds. WINDII green line winds provided daytime wind coverage, whereas SDIs,411

FPIs, and WINDII red line winds provided nighttime wind coverage. That is why in the412

summer time, WINDII green line winds cover more local times than in winter.413

At northern high latitudes, as shown in Figure 5, HL-TWiM zonal winds agree well414

with binned and averaged zonal winds from all other databases except SS FPI. SS FPI415

zonal winds show diurnal fluctuations that are not present in nearby stations (such as416

European FPIs) and are not well captured by the model. The differences between the417

SS FPI zonal winds and the model are up to ∼70 m/s and are largest under equinox con-418

ditions. Note that the model behavior at a location also depends on the other databases419

present in the vicinity of that location. This could be a reason for the discrepancy. Also,420

the discrepancies between model and WINDII zonal winds are stronger around this sta-421

tion than any others. However, no such discrepancies exist for meridional winds (Fig-422

ure 6).423

At southern high latitudes, AH FPI and MM SDI are at the same location. In ge-424

ographic sense, JB FPI latitude is ∼3 degree lower than AH FPI and MM SDI, but mag-425

netically all the three are located approximately at the same latitude (79.9S MLAT, see426

Figure 1). Figures 7 and 8 (first panel in each), show their wind comparisons. All three427

stations show similar diurnal variation in winds, but the magnitudes of their diurnal vari-428

ations are different. JB zonal winds are strongest and AH zonal winds are weakest of all429

the three. On average in SH winter, JB and MM quiet-time zonal winds are ∼53 m/s430

and ∼29 m/s stronger than AH, respectively; JB and MM quiet-time meridional winds431
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are ∼43 m/s and ∼17 m/s stronger than AH, respectively. Similar differences exist in432

model, JB, and MM winds as the model wind are closer to AH winds.433

A discrepancy of ∼100 m/s between model and data zonal wind is present at MJ434

FPI location for active Kp, DOY bin 90, between 2200 and 0400 MLT (Figure 7). MJ435

FPI zonal winds in this bin are not consistent with the other neighboring DOY bins and436

neighboring latitude stations (such as PL, KS, and HA FPI). A similar discrepancy is437

present at MJ FPI, between WINDII red line winds and MJ FPI zonal winds (quiet KP,438

DOY bin 30, Figure 7). Based on the data from other neighboring space-time locations,439

the WINDII red line winds appear to be more realistic. A similar large discrepancy of440

∼100 m/s is present between modeled and MM SDI active time zonal winds around 1900-441

2400 MLT.442

In all the seasons, MJ, PL, and KS FPI combined with WINDII measurements show443

semidiurnal variation (∼50 m/s amplitude) in zonal winds, which is not as apparent in444

the NH stations around the same latitudes. At these stations, the semidiurnal behav-445

ior intensifies with geomagnetic activity. In the NH, semidiurnal behavior in zonal wind446

is strongest around auroral latitudes, in contrast to these SH mid-latitude stations.447

The local time dependence of winds for northern and southern high-latitude show448

some interesting dependences on Kp. The effect of Kp on meridional winds appears to449

decrease with decreasing latitude (Figures 6 and 8). The effect of Kp on zonal winds at450

middle latitudes is comparable with high latitudes.451

In addition, to quantify how the distribution of data (especially the large summer452

gaps) affects the uncertainty of the modeled average winds (at the model resolution), the453

supporting information includes contour plots of the estimated model uncertainty for two454

FPI stations – Thule and Poker Flat (Figure S5) . This figure demonstrates that although455

the errors are larger (∼7 m/s) in the regions of no or scant data, the model is reason-456

ably constrained in such regions.457

5.3 Kp Dependence458

Figures 9 and 10 show the Kp dependence of northern and southern high-latitude459

thermospheric winds, respectively. The figures show wind components as a function of460

Kp for various 5-degree MLAT bins. The results are presented at 4 equally spaced 3-461

hour MLT bins. We have binned and averaged all the space and ground-based data (ex-462

cept GOCE - discussed later in detail in section 5.5) together to calculate the average463

data points. Data do not exist at all space-time locations, so we calculated HL-TWiM464

winds only at the space-time locations of data (except GOCE). Both the model and data465

are binned and averaged in the same way. The winds shown are averaged over all the466

longitudes and seasons.467

As shown in Figures 9 and 10, HL-TWiM captures the overall morphology of Kp468

variation of high-latitude winds. HL-TWiM and observational data agree well at low and469

moderate Kp, whereas discrepancies exist at high Kp (>6). In both the NH and SH, model470

meridional winds agree better with data than zonal winds (also discussed in section 5.2).471

Also, the overall agreement between model and data is better in SH than NH. The largest472

discrepancies between model and data zonal winds, up to 200 m/s, exist at northern lat-473

itudes between 75 and 80 MLAT in 6-9 MLT and 12-15 MLT bins (Figure 9). Other than474

WINDII, GOCE is the biggest contributor of data between 75 and 80 MLAT in 6-9 MLT475

and could be driving these discrepancies.476

The discontinuities (sharp jumps) in winds, for example in zonal winds in Figure477

10 in 0600-0900 MLT and 80-85S MLAT bin between Kp 5 and 8, are due to the aver-478

aging over all seasons and longitudes. In this bin, some longitudes or seasons may be con-479

tributing more than the other longitudes and seasons in the neighboring bins. As dis-480
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cussed in the model formulation section, the Kp spline functions used to present Kp de-481

pendence of winds in HL-TWiM are tapered at lower and higher end Kp values. The482

model and data winds agree at low end Kp values; it shows that tapering at lower Kp483

works well. However, tapering at high end Kp is required because the data required for484

robust wind modeling for high Kp (>6) is not yet available.485

Polar plots showing modeled Kp dependence in the wind field are shown in the bot-486

tom row in Figures 9 and 10. They expose the strong control of geomagnetic activity on487

strength, shape, latitudinal extent of large-scale wind circulation.488

5.4 UT and Longitude Dependence489

The high-latitude ionospheric convection (which is the primary driver of high-latitude490

wind circulation) shows UT dependence (e.g., Bekerat et al., 2003; Ruohoniemi & Green-491

wald, 2005). It primarily arises due to the offset between geographic and geomagnetic492

poles (and hence different solar illumination and ionospheric conductivity) (e.g., Ruo-493

honiemi & Greenwald, 2005). The high-latitude wind patterns are also expected to show494

UT dependence (Killeen et al., 1983; Roble et al., 1984; Rees & Fuller-Rowell, 1989; Fuller-495

Rowell et al., 1988), but the UT dependence of high-latitude neutral circulation has been496

rarely studied. Here we studied UT dependence via the MLON and MLT arguments.497

First, we calculated an equal area geographic grid (geographic latitude and longi-498

tude - icosahedron grid (Teanby, 2006)) for full year (at 30-day interval) at every UT499

for Kp=3. The use of an icosahedron grid (equal area) allowed us to generate a regu-500

lar latitude-longitude grid without overpopulating the model output closer to the geo-501

graphic poles where all the longitudes converge. When the icosahedron geographic grid502

is projected onto geomagnetic coordinates, it creates a similar grid in geomagnetic co-503

ordinates. Then we calculated the corresponding MLAT, MLON, and MLT using geo-504

graphic latitude, geographic longitude, and UT and supplied the calculated MLAT, MLON,505

and MLT as input to HL-TWiM. The equal area icosahedron grid in geomagnetic co-506

ordinates is shown in the supporting information Figure S6.507

The UT dependences of high-latitude model winds for NH and SH are shown in508

Figure 11. The winds are binned and averaged as a function of MLAT and MLT for five509

60-day bins, except the bin (DOY 120-240). The seasonal bin DOY 120-240 represents510

full summer for NH and winter for SH. The winds are further binned into two different511

UTs (0-4 UT and 12-16 UT). For an easy interpretation of the UT dependence of winds,512

a difference plot between 0-4 UT and 12-16 UT winds is shown in supporting informa-513

tion Figure S7.514

The overall wind patterns look similar at both UTs, but there are many subtle dif-515

ferences that can be seen in almost all the panels. For example, in Figure 11, the SH win-516

ter DOY bin 120-240 zonal winds for 0-4 UT between 0000 and 0200 MLT are mostly517

westward, but for 12-16 UT, they are strongly eastward with a difference of ∼175 m/s.518

Similarly, NH zonal winds above 80 MLAT around 0700 MLT for 12-16 UT are >75 m/s519

more westward than 00-04 UT. Overall, UT changes are stronger in SH than NH as il-520

lustrated in Figure S7. The differences in different seasons (as in Figure S7) appear sim-521

ilar because in HL-TWiM, MLON and DOY are uncoupled.522

We also looked at the UT dependence of winds from a different perspective by plot-523

ting polar vector winds (shown in Figure 12). Because UT and seasons are not coupled524

in the model, here winds are averaged over all the seasons. Figure 12 illustrates the changes525

in high-latitude neutral circulation with UT (and Kp) and their inter-hemispheric dif-526

ferences. In both the hemispheres, the most significant changes in winds with UT are527

present on the nightside. The UT dependence of winds is much more visible at low Kp528

in both the hemispheres.529
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5.5 Seasonal Dependence and GOCE Analyses530

This study observationally shows the seasonal variation in high-latitude thermo-531

spheric winds in unprecedented detail, with the help of GOCE and WINDII’s extensive532

seasonal wind coverage. The GOCE orbit is almost fixed in local time, thus it prevents533

any cross-contamination between local time and seasonal variations. Even though the534

GOCE data are limited to a narrow band around the dawn and dusk periods, it is the535

only F region thermospheric wind database that provides full seasonal coverage. GOCE536

MLAT coverage in a particular MLT band is narrow in the NH, but it is much wider in537

the south because of larger offset of the south geomagnetic pole from the Earth’s rota-538

tion axis than the north geomagnetic pole. A major portion of the GOCE lifespan was539

in solar minimum conditions and only a small number of high geomagnetic activity events540

cropped up during that time period. Compared to GOCE, WINDII’s DOY coverage is541

sporadic when divided into multiple bins.542

As discussed in sections 2 and 3, GOCE data are in the form of cross-track winds,543

which is the component of actual wind normal to the satellite path (from left to right544

relative to the satellite motion). Thus, the measured single component of the GOCE cross-545

track wind cannot be projected into any geographically meaningful coordinate frame (ge-546

ographic or geomagnetic). Therefore, for a direct comparison between GOCE, HL-TWiM,547

and other stations, we projected HL-TWiM and other observational wind databases along548

the GOCE cross-track winds.549

Because of the larger number of possible data bins as function of MLAT, MLON,550

DOY, and Kp, it is not possible to include all the cross-track comparisons in the main551

text; however, we have selected two figures for main text (one for NH and other for SH)552

when GOCE data presence is significant in most of the bins (Figures 13 and 14). The553

rest of the comparisons between the cross-track winds from GOCE, HL-TWiM, and other554

stations as a function of DOY for various Kp and MLAT bins (5 degree) are included555

in the supporting information (Figures S8 to S29). HL-TWiM winds are evaluated at556

the locations of GOCE, and then projected along the GOCE cross-track wind directions.557

MLT bins are kept narrow (1-hour bins) since winds near dusk and dawn can change dras-558

tically with MLT and hence bigger MLT bins can create unrealistic jumps in winds. When559

GOCE data are absent, no cross-track winds from other datasets can be generated. The560

rightmost column in each of these figures titled ’GOCE unit vectors’ illustrate the av-561

erage direction of cross-track winds in geomagnetic coordinates; x-axis is the zonal and562

y-axis is meridional direction. For reference, vector orientation towards the top of the563

page represents geomagnetic north. In the SH, due to the wide geographic coverage of564

GOCE in MLAT-MLT, GOCE cross-track directions vary widely at polar latitudes, caus-565

ing distorted behavior of some of the average unit vectors. This is presumably also caus-566

ing GOCE and other dataset discrepancies in polar MLAT bins where the cross-track567

directions vary widely. But north of 70S MLAT, GOCE cross-track directions in each568

bin are aligned.569

There are many differences in the GOCE and other station cross-track winds. Nev-570

ertheless, all of them show similar seasonal variation in winds. The agreement between571

GOCE and the model is generally good at middle latitudes and auroral latitudes and572

discrepancies increase with increasing latitude. The discrepancies between other data573

and GOCE drive the model fits away from GOCE winds; this occurs mostly in the SH.574

The seasonal (DOY) and Kp variations in winds are evident in this analysis. Winds575

show strong seasonality and Kp dependence in both NH and SH. The signal of annual576

variation in winds is evident in all of them. The seasonal variation in winds changes with577

latitude. Overall the middle latitude winds (both in NH and SH) respond the least to578

the changes in seasons compared to the upper latitudes.579
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Interestingly, as evident in many of the Figures between S8 and S29 (including Fig-580

ures 13 and 14), in addition to the annual oscillation (AO), GOCE suggests a semi-annual581

oscillation (SAO) like modulation of horizontal thermospheric winds; it is clearly visi-582

ble in data for |MLAT| <70 (e.g., Figures 13 and 14) and is present in both the hemi-583

spheres. Such variations are also present in the GOCE vertical wind activity as discussed584

in Visser et al. (2019). Emmert et al. (2003) showed the presence of SAO in meridional585

winds at Millstone Hill under solar minimum conditions. A major part of the GOCE life586

span was under solar minimum conditions. SAO modulation in winds is not clear in other587

databases; it could be because either they do not have enough DOY coverage or we have588

averaged their data over a wide range of F10.7 values.589

The SAO is a dominant mode of seasonal variability in the global stratosphere and590

mesosphere, and has been studied extensively in the lower thermosphere. The SAO vari-591

ation in thermospheric density is well known as well (e.g., Emmert, 2015). An SAO in592

thermospheric winds on a large scale has never been observed before, in part, perhaps,593

because the full seasonal variation of ground-based or space-based observations has never594

been studied before (WINDII’s DOY coverage is sporadic when divided into multiple bins).595

In any case, further focused studies are required to extract such behavior from wind mea-596

surements and investigate their origin.597

6 Summary and Future Steps598

Large-scale studies of high-latitude winds are rare. Southern high-latitude wind stud-599

ies are even more rare and the majority of them refer to summer sunlit conditions. Past600

high-latitude studies have been primarily focused on the northern high latitudes. In Dhadly601

et al. (2017, 2018), we studied northern high-latitude winds as a function of MLAT and602

MLT using broad seasonal and Kp bins. The full DOY, MLON, and UT variations of603

high-latitude wind are still poorly understood. The results presented here are the most604

comprehensive to date of large-scale NH and SH high-latitude thermospheric wind cir-605

culation as a function of DOY, MLAT, MLON, MLT, and Kp.606

In this study, we developed an F region empirical model of high-latitude thermo-607

sphere winds (HL-TWiM) in Quasi-Dipole geomagnetic coordinates based on extensive608

statistical analyses of long-term thermospheric neutral wind observations from 21 ground-609

based (FPIs and SDIs) and 2 space-based instruments (UARS WINDII and GOCE). HL-610

TWiM provides a comprehensive specification of high-latitude F region horizontal neu-611

tral winds as a function of DOY, MLAT, MLON, MLT, and Kp in geomagnetic coor-612

dinates. Leveraging the ideas from earlier wind studies, the MLAT and MLT dependences613

in HL-TWiM are constructed using vector spherical harmonics, DOY and MLON vari-614

ations are constructed using simple harmonic functions, and Kp dependence is constructed615

using quadratic B-splines.616

Extensive comparisons between data and HL-TWiM at northern and southern high617

latitudes show that overall the HL-TWiM captures most of the climatological variations618

evident in the data. Statistical metrics shown in Table 2 demonstrate a significant im-619

provement in HL-TWiM winds over HWM14. This multi-instrument study sets a nec-620

essary benchmark for validating new high-latitude observations and tuning first-principles621

models. One such operation was executed in this study: correcting GOCE cross-track622

wind bias. We statistically quantified the apparent GOCE cross-track bias as a function623

of MLAT and applied it as a correction profile to the GOCE measurements. This reduced624

the bias in SH GOCE cross-track winds from 92 m/s to 38 m/s and root mean square625

difference from 112 m/s to 49 m/s compared to WINDII.626

This study shows stronger UT changes in thermospheric horizontal winds in SH627

than NH. In both the hemispheres, the most significant changes in winds with UT oc-628

cur on the nightside. Also, the UT dependence is much more visible under quiet geomag-629
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netic conditions. Neutral winds show strong annual variation as evident in data and HL-630

TWiM output. GOCE data suggests the presence of SAO like modulation of horizon-631

tal winds and this variation is present in both the hemispheres; however, SAO modu-632

lation in winds is not clear in other databases. Further focused studies are required to633

extract such behavior from winds and study their origins.634

Many studies have show the importance of F10.7 and the orientation of the inter-635

planetary magnetic field (IMF) on wind circulation, but it is notoriously difficult to parametrize636

their associated wind behaviors yet as the sample sizes become too small after binning637

data into desired bins for any definitive large-scale climatological conclusions to be drawn.638

Formulating F10.7 and IMF dependences in HL-TWiM would be a significant enhance-639

ment for space weather applications. As new data from high latitudes accumulate, it may640

be possible in the near future to parametrize their wind behaviors without averaging over641

many other important factors. In the future, we plan to upgrade the HWM14 by replac-642

ing the DWM07 with HL-TWiM at high latitudes; DWM07 calculates global perturba-643

tion winds as functions of MLAT, MLT, and Kp, but does not consider seasonal and lon-644

gitudinal variation of winds. Updating HWM14 with HL-TWiM would significantly im-645

prove its high-latitude functionally.646
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Figure 1. Location of F region thermospheric wind observations at northern (top row) and

southern (bottom row) high latitudes in geographic (left column) and geomagnetic coordinates

(right column).

Figure 2. Data distribution as a function of magnetic latitude and local time, of northern

(top three panels) and southern (bottom three panels) high-latitude F region thermospheric

winds. The data are divided into three broad seasonal bins: December solstice (November, De-

cember, January, and February), equinox (March, April, September, and October), and June

solstice (May, June, July, and August).

Figure 3. Calculated bias in GOCE cross-winds as function of magnetic latitude for north-

ern and southern high latitudes. This quantification of the bias was applied to GOCE data as a

correction profile to correct the apparent bias in the GOCE winds.
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Figure 4. Quadratic B-splines used to represent the Kp dependence of HL-TWiM.

Figure 5. Comparison of observed and modeled northern high-latitude F -region geomag-

netic zonal winds as a function of MLT (1-hour bins) for consecutive 60-day bins under quiet

(Kp<3) and active (Kp≥3) conditions. On the right hand side, to reduce the clutter, only the

central location of DOY bin is shown. The station names and geomagnetic activity conditions are

shown on the y-axes. Blue represents data from SDIs and FPIs; green and red represent WINDII

daytime and nighttime winds at the station location, respectively; the black curve shows the bin-

average model winds at the station location; and the light blue curve (mostly hidden behind the

black curve) represents the bin-average model winds after evaluating the model at the locations

of the data. Error bars indicate the estimated 1σ uncertainty of the mean. Refer to section 5.2

for details.

Figure 6. Same as for Figure 5, but geomagnetic meridional winds are shown here.

Figure 7. Same as for Figure 5, but shown here are geomagnetic zonal winds from southern

high-latitude stations. Because of the proximity in location, the first two panels in the first row

show winds from three ground-based stations (AH FPI - blue, JB FPI - magenta, MM SDI -

orange). Similarly, SP FPI (blue) and SD SDI (magenta) winds are overplotted in the third and

fourth panels (first row).

Figure 8. Same as for Figure 7, but for geomagnetic meridional winds from southern high-

latitude stations.

Figure 9. Comparison of observed (red) and HL-TWiM (black) geomagnetic zonal (top row)

and meridional winds (middle row) from northern high latitudes as a function of Kp for consec-

utive 5-degree MLAT bins and 4 equally spaced 3-hour MLT bins. HL-TWiM winds are binned

after evaluating them at the location of observations. Error bars indicate the estimated 1σ uncer-

tainty of the mean. The bottom row shows HL-TWiM polar wind vectors for Kp 1.5, 3.5, and 5.5

as function of MLAT and MLT. Results are averaged over all seasons. For more details, refer to

section 5.3.
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Figure 10. Same as for Figure 9, but here for southern high latitudes.

Figure 11. Binned and averaged HL-TWiM zonal and meridional winds for northern (left

column) and southern (right column) high latitudes as a function of MLAT and MLT for consec-

utive 60-day bins. Winds are averaged for 0-4UT and 12-16UT at Kp=3.

Figure 12. Polar wind vector plots for various UTs (0, 8 and 16) and Kp (2 and 5) for north-

ern (top two rows) and southern (bottom two rows) high latitudes as function of MLAT and

MLT.

Figure 13. An example of average cross-track wind from northern high latitudes observed by

GOCE and computed from FPIs, SDIs, and WINDII as a function of DOY (5-day bin), for suc-

cessive 5-degree northern MLAT around the dusk and dawn periods and two Kp bins (0-2.5 and

2.5-5). Black symbols show HL-TWiM cross-track wind along the GOCE orbit. All other colors

present cross-track winds calculated from different datasets (shown on the top). The rightmost

column shows the direction of the average GOCE cross-track unit vector; geomagnetic north

(east) is at the top (right) of the page.

Figure 14. Same as Figure 13, but shown here are southern high latitudes.
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Table 1. Thermospheric horizontal neutral wind databases used in HL-TWiM. For space-based

instruments, data are shown only for |MLAT| > 45.

Northern High-Latitude Datasets

Station and Short
Name

MLAT,
MLON

Years of
Data

Height
(km)

Local
Time

References

Fabry-Perot Interferometers (ground-based)

Thule (TH) 84.6N, 28.9E 1987-1988 250 night Killeen et al. (1995)
Resolute Bay (RB) 83.6N, 43.5W 2003-2019 250 night Wu et al. (2004)
Longyearbyen (LY) 74.9N, 113.3E 2010-2013 250 night Aruliah and Griffin (2001)
Søndre Strømfjord

(SS)
73.3N, 41.3E 1983-

84,87-
95,02-04

250 night Killeen et al. (1995)

Kiruna (KR) 64.4N, 103.7E 2009-2013 250 night Aruliah et al. (2005)
Sodankyla (SK) 63.6N, 108.3E 2009-2013 250 night Aruliah et al. (2005)

Millstone Hill (MH) 53.2N, 5.84E 1990-2002 250 night Sipler et al. (1991)
Peach Mountain (PM) 53.7N, 12.1W 2012-2015 250 night Makela et al. (2011)

Urbana (UR) 51.2N, 18.3W 2007-2008,
2012-2015

250 night Makela et al. (2011)

Scanning Doppler Imaging Fabry-Perot Interferometers (ground-based)

Toolik Lake (TL) 68.3N, 101.5W 2012-2015 250 night Conde and Smith (1995)
Poker Flat (PF) 65.2N, 96.7W 2010-2012 250 night Conde and Smith (1995)

Space-based Instruments

WINDII 557.7nm 45N-88N 1991-1997 210-320 day G. Shepherd et al. (2012)
WINDII 630.0nm 45N-86N 1991-1997 210-320 night G. Shepherd et al. (2012)

GOCE 45N-90N 2009-2013 224-295 twilight Doornbos et al. (2014)

Southern High-Latitude Datasets
Fabry-Perot Interferometers (ground-based)

King Sejong (KS) 47.4S, 11.5E 2017-2018 250 night Wu et al. (2004)
Palmer (PL) 49.7S, 8.96E 2011-2012 250 night Wu et al. (2004)

Mount John (MJ) 51.0S, 105.7W 1996 250 night Hernandez and Roble (1995)
Halley (HA) 62.3S, 28.1E 1988-1998 250 night Crickmore (1994)

South Pole (SP) 74.1S, 17.6E 1991-1999 250 night R. Smith and Hernandez (1995)
Jang Bogo (JB) 79.9S, 53.4W 2014-2016 250 night Lee et al. (2017)

Arrival Heights (AH) 79.9S, 34.2W 2002-2012 250 night R. Smith and Hernandez (1995)

Scanning Doppler Imaging Fabry-Perot Interferometers (ground-based)

Mawson (MW) 70.4S, 90.9E 2012-2014 250 night Conde and Dyson (1995)
South Pole (SD) 74.1S, 17.6E 2016 250 night Conde and Dyson (1995)
McMurdo (MM) 79.9S, 34.2W 2016-2018 250 night Conde and Dyson (1995)

Space-based Instruments

WINDII 557.7nm 45S-88S 1991-1997 210-320 day G. Shepherd et al. (2012)
WINDII 630.0nm 45S-86S 1991-1997 210-320 night G. Shepherd et al. (2012)

GOCE 45S-90S 2009-2013 224-295 twilight Doornbos et al. (2014)
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Table 2. Statistical bias (µz and µm) and root mean square error (σz and σm) in HL-TWiM

wind components (subscript z for zonal and m for meridional wind). HWM14 bias (µhwm
z and

µhwm
m ) and root mean square error (σhwm

z and σhwm
m ) are shown for reference. Note that, for

GOCE, the bias and root mean square error values (shown in italic) are for cross-track winds

(not zonal or meridional).

Northern High-Latitude Datasets

Station Days Data
Points

µz µhwmz σz σhwmz µm µhwmm σm σhwmm

Fabry-Perot Interferometers (ground-based)

Thule 68 9208 9.93 -12.01 41.43 59.65 1.35 29.36 34.18 68.25
Resolute Bay 1368 67483 25.05 -0.14 34.76 43.91 6.37 10.36 25.86 32.90
Longyearbyen 377 429180 3.08 30.00 24.77 83.51 -6.79 28.06 23.88 73.44

Søndre
Strømfjord

892 58344 -19.64 -19.79 52.14 55.72 -14.83 9.78 43.29 43.52

Kiruna 886 548527 -3.83 32.08 17.58 46.82 5.30 31.83 15.58 53.57
Sodankyla 905 351389 6.01 40.81 18.84 50.90 -2.69 18.59 15.00 44.03

Millstone Hill 951 26332 6.57 -0.62 69.34 68.03 1.67 1.99 66.92 68.44
Peach Mountain 594 51074 -0.11 -4.73 23.30 29.78 -13.67 -8.31 30.96 28.91

Urbana 1029 92100 0.82 -3.68 21.24 27.80 -11.97 0.18 26.09 21.16

Scanning Doppler Imaging Fabry-Perot Interferometers (ground-based)

Toolik Lake 205 292847 -1.95 -6.06 58.54 68.89 6.29 4.17 65.05 66.62
Poker Flat 354 324158 0.07 3.72 59.24 70.56 -8.40 -10.07 62.75 68.01

Space-based Instruments

WINDII 557.7nm 429 47222 -10.23 -13.34 75.94 79.35 2.50 1.76 64.39 64.66
WINDII 630.0nm 134 7900 11.14 18.75 88.27 89.10 -44.73 -53.93 98.39 107.68

GOCE 1255 110039 3.85 -29.58 51.61 68.66 – – – –

Southern High-Latitude Datasets
Fabry-Perot Interferometers (ground-based)

King Sejong 333 8098 2.15 33.20 59.23 78.32 -19.06 -69.84 46.52 87.14
Palmer 52 2756 3.65 45.42 55.99 82.18 -0.87 -51.91 49.86 73.98

Mount John 39 1507 11.24 5.02 55.58 46.65 34.40 16.97 59.23 48.11
Halley 595 37493 14.94 8.69 70.40 69.69 -6.46 -13.73 70.92 69.63

South Pole 981 190440 0.51 13.60 43.61 74.98 -26.36 -39.42 46.09 72.71
Jang Bogo 521 19688 -14.19 -13.98 50.94 40.38 -5.04 1.55 47.56 39.15

Arrival Heights 1757 226377 8.44 15.06 28.02 53.97 -2.97 -9.06 24.57 35.95

Scanning Doppler Imaging Fabry-Perot Interferometers (ground-based)

Mawson 431 271124 4.99 -1.99 73.55 83.63 -2.69 -32.52 53.91 72.55
South Pole 72 156918 -5.17 19.25 58.30 81.82 -8.60 -23.80 47.08 68.16
McMurdo 253 290625 2.02 10.12 63.12 73.94 8.02 4.92 55.46 64.59

Space-based Instruments

WINDII 557.7nm 477 169446 -6.89 -14.50 84.01 89.37 2.14 3.85 75.83 75.81
WINDII 630.0nm 121 6073 8.55 17.91 82.27 89.24 7.01 -13.10 77.57 76.98

GOCE 1256 102852 -0.96 -53.55 38.95 77.03 – – – –
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